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Abstract 
 
This qualitative research study analyses individual city experiences in relation to macro-issues 
(i.e.: societal, economic, land use and transportation development) in the context of São Paulo 
(Brazil) as a global city. The aim is to explore a possible interdependency between the macro- and 
micro-dynamics (i.e.: quality of urban spaces in relation to user’s experience) of the city. 
Methodology involves a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods, where the former is 
used to assess macro-issues in the city while the latter is used to address micro-issues (i.e.: the 
experience of urban spaces). Quantitative data collection involves Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) and statistics while qualitative data is based in the participation of six individuals 
living in São Paulo. Participants documented their journeys through pictures and subsequent semi 
structured interviews explored their perception of the built environment. Information gathered 
from the participants is analysed via journey mapping and photo referencing. Results address the 
quality of urban spaces that is missing from the quantitative macro-analyses. Ultimately, both sets 
of data are combined to establish a possible interdependency between outer factors shaping 
macro- and micro-environments. Critique on existing urban typologies in São Paulo is made for 
further evidencing the lack of sensitive and inclusive design solutions in the city. This approach 
further anchors the relation between citizens and the built environment as it provides insights for 
the experiential quality of urban spaces. This study aims to contribute to the field of urban 
planning for development that is relatable to societal values as a way of improving people’s well-
being in an urban context.  
 




“But no one –or almost no one- wants to renounce 
to the city… to live in it became a right, a right to 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
being and consumption, maybe the right to dive 
??????????????????????????????????????
(Romero, 2009, p. 364).
 
“Mas ninguém —ou quase ninguém— quis 
nem quer renunciar à cidade… Viver nela se 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ??????????? ??? ????????????? ??? ?????? ??? ????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
(Romero, 2009, p. 364).
This thesis was inspired by the richness experienced in global 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ?????? ??? ??????? ???? ????????? ???? ??????? ??? ???????????
experimentation and openness. The above quote was quite 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
that generate the most economic output, creating a gravitational 
????? ???????? ????? ???????? ???? ?????? ??? ??? ???????? ??? ????
???????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
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1 | INTRODUCTION
1.1 | THE IMPERSONAL CITY
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Functionality and Over Rationalization
?????? ????? ????? ??????????? ???????? ???????? ?????????? ??????????? ??? ???? ????????? ?????? ?????????? ?????
?????? ??? ???????? ????????? ???????? ????????? ???? ?????? ?????????????????? ???? ?????????????? ??????????? ????




???? ?????? ?????????????? ???????? ????????? ???? ???????? ??????? ???????? ?? ????????? ?????????? ??? ???????????
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anywhere in the planet. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
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Global Visions, Urbanization and Space Appropriation





As presented by David Harvey, inequality has become proportional to city grow given the consequences global 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
“Urbanization ratcheted up into hyper-urbanization, particularly after 1950 with the pace of 
urbanization accelerating to create a major ecological, political, economic, and social revolution in 
the spatial organization of the world’s population. The proportion of an increasing global population 
living in cities has doubled in thirty years and we now observe massive spatial concentrations 
of population on a scale hitherto regarded as inconceivable. World cities and city systems have 
been forming with rapidly transforming effects on how the global political economy works. The city 
and the city-region have become far more important competitive entities in the world economy, 
with all sorts of economic and political consequences” (Harvey, 2000, p. 64)
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ??? ???? ?????? ???? ????????? ????????????? ??????????????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????????????











This study challenges the uncontested interdependence between urban, economic and political trajectories in 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ??????????????? ????????????????????????????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
1.2 | ACKNOWLEDGING PEOPLE
???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
educating designers and planners on sustainable urban mobility. Understanding mobility through individual 
experiences becomes a step towards addressing people’s well-being in developing the built environment. 
????????? ?????????? ???? ?????????????? ?????????????? ???? ???????? ??????? ?????? ??????????? ???????? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




???? ??????? ??????? ????????? ?????? ????? ???? ??????????? ?????????? ??? ????? ?????? ???????????? ?????????????? ???
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ???? ????????
play???????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ???????? ?????????? ???????????? ??????????? ????????????? ????????? ???? ???????? ??????????? ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ??????????? ?? ?????????? ??? ??????? ??????? ????????? ?????? ?????? ???????????? ?????????????????





???? ???????????? ??? ???????? ??????? ?????? ??????????? ????????? ??????? ??????????? ??????????? ???????????? ?????
multidimensionality to the urban agenda by acknowledging local values. As much as well designed spaces 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ?????? ??????? ??? ?????????????? ???? ?????????????? ???????????? ??? ??????? ?????????? ?????????????? ??? ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????
Awareness versus Blasé








thus creating a blasé????????????????????? ???????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Even more than 100 years later, we can appreciate some truths on Simmel’s philosophy in the development 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





?????????????? ????????? ??? ?? ?????????? ??? ???? ???????????? ????? ???? ?????? ???????????? ??? ?? ???????? ????? ????


















??????????????????????????????????alienation (Simmel, 2005) via interaction with their urban environments. Both 
??????????? ????? ?????????????????????????? ??????????? ??? ?????? ?????????????? ?????????????? ?????????? ????
global cities such as SP.
1.3 | SOCIAL DISTRIBUTION IN THE CONTEXT OF SÃO PAULO
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????





is home to 20.7M people (SEADE, 2017) making it the most populous metropolitan region in South America. 
?????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ??? ?????? ??????? ????????????????????????
??????????????
???????????????? ? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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1.4 | THESIS STRUCTURE





?????? ???????? ?? ????????? ?? ??????????? ??????? ??? ???? ?????????? ??????? ???????? ??? ???? ???????? ??? ??????? ????? ????
????????????? ???????? ??? ???? ???????? ???????? ???? ???????????? ??? ??????? ??????? ? ??????????? ??? ??????????????? ????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
process meant to highlight issues in the urban context that were particular to them and linked to wider contextual 
issues.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ???????? ???????? ????? ???? ????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ??????????? ?? ?????? ??? ???????? ???????????? ???????????? ???? ??????????????????????? ???? ????
???????????????????????????
Job Distribution vs. Population Density
??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
???????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
???????????????????? ????????? ?????????????? ??????????? ??????????
????????? ????? ?????????????? ????????????? ???????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ?????????? ????????? ?????? ??? ?????????? ????????????? ?????
there are not enough jobs or services within a municipality, the 
residents must move to other municipalities on a regular basis. 





























































































































































































































2.1 | COMBINED METHODS APPROACH
???????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ???? ?????????????????????
????????? ????????????????????? ???????????? ?????? ????? ???? ???????? ?????????????? ???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????








planning strategy (Rebernik et al., 2018, p. 196). Adopting a combined methods approach implies acknowledging 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ????????????? ??????????????????????
?????? ??????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ???????? ???????? ??? ?? ????? ????????? ??? ?????????????? ??? ???? ???????????????? ???????? ??????
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ??????? ???????? ???????????? ????????????? ????????????? ??? ?????????? ???????????? ??????? ?? ?????????
?? ??????????????????? ??????????????????????? ????????? ???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
understanding individual experience and its relation to the wider urban context.
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3 | LITERATURE REVIEW

3 | LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1 | EXPERIENTIAL QUALITY OF THE JOURNEY
Over the past decade there has been an increasing interest in the link between travel and well-being (De 
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
connection between emotional well-being, behaviour and attitudes towards urban mobility which has been a 
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????????????????????? ??????????????? ????? ?????????????
??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
lives (Friman et al., 2017, p. 173). Elaborating on the mode, as presented by De Vos, “…it is not the chosen 
travel mode itself that affects travel satisfaction, but whether the chosen mode is the preferred mode.” (De Vos, 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
















???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????value is presented by both authors 













???????? ????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
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???????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ???????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ??????? ?????????
??????????? ???????????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ??????? ? ???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
3.2 | COMMUNITY & NETWORKS
???????????????????????? ??? ???? ??? ?????? ???????? ?????? ???? ????? ??? ??????? ?????? ????? ??????????sense of place 
and sense of community????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
?????? ????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
megacities like SP where urban blasé deters people’s engagement.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ???????
where space appropriation is based on spatial relations (Magnani, 2002, p. 15). Under this understanding 
????????????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ????????????????? ?????????????????????? ????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????













? ????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
planning, maintenance and civic agenda.






3.3 | INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORTATION
???????????????????????? ?? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ??????? ??????????? ?????5?? ??????? ???? ????????? ????? ????????????? ????? ????? ??? ??????? ????????? ????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
cannot access services provided by the city.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ?????????????? ?????? ?????????????
















???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????“uncontrolled and unorganized 
growth”? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????? ??????????????? ???????????? ????????????????????
is invested. Naturally resulting in “alternative informal social organization and social order… where the state 
appears to have abandoned its citizens”????????? ??????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
p. 73).
??? ?????? ??? ??????? ???????????? ???????? ????????????? ???????? ??? ????????? ????????????? ??? ?????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ?????? ??????? ????? ???? ??????????6  represent low income populations they lack the political leverage to 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????









????????? ???? ????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ??????? ???????????????????????? ???? ??????????????????








mobility and accessibility as means to improve the urban experience.
3.4 | SOCIAL JUSTICE
















inequality ranking 10th worldwide according to Gini ratings (United Nations Human Settlements Programme 
??????????????????????????
?????????????? ?????????????? ??????? ??????? ??? ??????? ??? ??????????? ???? ?????? ????????? ???? ????? ???????? ??????
????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ?????????????? ????????????? ?????????????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
latter are mostly exercised by agents with the highest economic advantage. 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





Nicholls, 2017, p. 35). 
???????????? ?????????? ???? ?????????? ??? ????????? ???????? ????????? ????? ???? ????? ???????????? ?????????????? ??????







4| CONTEXT OF RESEARCH

4| CONTEXT OF RESEARCH
4.1 | PRESENTATION OF DATA
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????









??????????? ?????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????




?????????????? ?? ????????????????????????????????? ??? ???????????????? ??????????????? ???????????????????? ???????




















??? ??????????? ??? ??????? ????? ??????? ?????? ??? ??? ??????????????? ??????????????????????? ??? ????? ???? ??????
participation. A diverse sample –or as diverse as it could possibly be- was key to expand on the qualitative data 
???????????????????????? ???????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ?????????????? ??????????????? ?? ????????????????????? ???? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
spring 2017. My aim was to gather qualitative data via journey mapping, photos and interviews. Eventually the 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ??????????????????????? ????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????





























4.2 | SÃO PAULO: A HISTORY





attempt to illustrate how SP and SPMR arrived to its current state. Further and more importantly, how transit 
???????????? ??????? ????? ??????????????????? ??????????????????????? ???????????????? ????????????????? ??? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

























Porto Seco: The Dry Port
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




???????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ???????? ??????????????????????????????????????????










7 946 823 km2
SP
11.4 Inhabitants








plantations began to emerge in SP in 1860 which brought more wealth to the city (Barbosa, 2001, p. 44). Many 
????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Brazil truly embraces capitalism as a 
model for national development 
resulting in rapid economic growth and 
migration from rural to urban
1964-’85








for coffee is met 









































“São Paulo’s school of thought [ISEB] adopted a point of view that was cosmopolitan and antidistress, 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
interested in criticizing the imperial relationship between developed and underdeveloped countries” 







(Bresser-Pereira, 2010, p. 41).
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and economic growth –during this time human rights were second to national development-. A new constitution 




spaces by minorities in the city as an open resource. 
Land Use

















Begins the allotment of 
plantations in São Paulo 
(i.e.: Campos Eliseos)
Public buildings & the wealthy move out 
of the centre. Lower income population 
moves in (i.e.: cortiços). Urban park 
Ibirapuera is built.
1974-’90
The “elite city” separates from 
the “informal city” reconfiguring 
the urban structure
1970-’80
Economic crisis & 
accelerated growth of 
favelas











Allotments in the periphery are 
made without proper city services 
or infrastructure. Private developers 
invest in the centre
1950
Planning proposals seek 





 of homes 





























??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? “…new urban duality 
as both cause and consequence of exclusion, insecurity and violence […] led to social and spatial fragmentation, 





?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ???????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
????????????????? ??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
(   )Social Exclusion
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
in which most citizens have relatively high living standards. By contrast, in developing countries, 
people may never have had acceptable living conditions, so social exclusion must be based on an 
understanding of what a basic standard of living would be in that context. Social exclusion/inclusion… 





???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????elite population, the informal population 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
proposals sought to integrate the land use but there were too many irregularities already (Moura et al., 2014, p. 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
organically (Barbosa, 2001, p. 71). 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ??????? ?????????????????? ??? ??????????? ???????????????????? ????? ???????????????????
?????????????
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“Beltway model”  began 





Robert Moses proposes 
“urban superhighways” 
plan for Sao Paulo
Mandatory parking 
spaces for residential 
buildings
Metro reinforces 
the importance of 
the historic centre
1/4 of Sao Paulo’s public 
transit system began to 




único) is put in 
place
1939-’60
Roadworks were developed 
instead of railroads
First Origin-Destination 
survey. Results were 


















goes to radial 













took several decades to build up the metro network in SP, with line-4 (yellow) still under construction in 2018. 















As pointed out by Bonduki’s article on SP’s urban development “…in order to be universal, public transport 
should be able to compete on equal terms with the private car. Achieving this condition is a key challenge facing 
the new urban model to be implemented in São Paulo.” (Bonduki, 2011, p. 34). One way to understand what 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ???? ???????? ??????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ????? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????10?????????????????????????




















Begins the allotment of 
plantations in São Paulo 
(i.e.: Campos Eliseos)
1950
Public buildings & the wealthy move out 
of the centre. Lower income population 
moves in (i.e.: cortiços). Urban park 
Ibirapuera is built.
1974-’90
The “elite city” separates from
the “in formal city” reconfiguring
the urban structure
2012









Allotments in the periphery are
made without proper city services
or infrastructure. Private developers
invest in the centre
1990’s
Planning proposals seek 
to integrate but there’s too 
man y irregularities already
1930
“Beltway model” 
began with Prestes 
Maia (a.k.a. the 
avenues plan )
1949
Robert Moses proposes 
“urban superhighways” 
plan for Sao Paulo
1970
Metro reinforces
the importance of 
the hi storic centre
1967
First Origin-Destination 
survey. Results were 
used to come up with















Public funding goes to
radial avenues plan & 
urban beltways





Brazil truly embraces capitalism as a
model for national development 
resulting in rapid economic growth and
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5.1 | MOBILITY AT A REGIONAL SCALE
?????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




involved when travelling in SP.
Number of Trips per Day
???????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ????? ?????????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????? ??????
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Pendular Mobility and Population Density








Metro + Trem (Atual)
Metro + Trem (Projetado pelo PITU2025)
Carencias basadas nas diretrices




Polos de equipamentos e populacionais































??????? ? The yellow arrows show the 
destinations that need service due to the 
?????? ??????? ??? ?????? ??????? ???? ??????????
and Northeast peripheries are the ones with 
notorious volume and travel time.
?????? ?? The orange arrows point towards 




????????? ????????? ?? Arrows point 
???????? ??????? ??????????????? ???? ??? ??????????
??????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
changes on topography.
?????????????? ?? ?????? ??? ?? ?????? ???
current transit axes in the city, the green arrows 
show some possible routes that would service 
these axes (currently non-existent).
??????????????A transportation model that 
connects the peripheries could have a positive 
? ????? ??? ???????? ?????? ????????????? ????? ???
counter intuitive to existing demand, this strategy 
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ?? This analysis embraces the 
opportunity to introduce transportation routes 





????????????????? ????? ???????????????? ???????????????????????? ???????????????????? ??????????????????????????
peripheral populations.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????








Trip Length during Rush Hour
????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
??????????????????? ???????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ?? ?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????






















????? ???? ??????? ??? ????? ???? ??????? ???? ????????? ???????? ??? ???? ??????? ??? ????????? ??? ???? ??????? ????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ???????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ? ????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
emerging centers in the periphery could also lower the travelling times. 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ??? ???? ????????? ??????????? ??? ??? ????? ???????????? ????? ????????? ???? ????? ???????? ?????????
????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
5.2 | EXPERIENCING URBAN SPACES
?????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
















elements, living spaces and networks11????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ?????????????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ???????????????????????????







































Commute and Photo Log
????????????????????????????
??????????????
























??????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
lost when moving by car.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ??? ?????????????????? ???? ????? ?????????????????????????? ??????????? ?????? ?????? ???????? ???? ??????? ????


















Leonardo takes this picture on his 
way back home after work. He is 
overlooking the underground 
passage meant for heavier vehicles.
Arriving to the University
“I always try to stay on the right side 
the [moto] bikers are on the left...my 
worry is almost always the cars”
Praça da Sé
At the very heart of São Paulo, this 
cathedral is surrounded by a large 
park that serves as a passage for 
Leonardo’s cycling commute.
Avenida Paulista
“I went to see a photo exhibitition...is 
a priviledge that I get from my way of 
moving [bicycle]”
Viaduto São Carlos
“That [post-industrial] area honors 
















??????????? ???????? ??????? ????????????? ??????? ??? ???????? ??? ?????? ???? ??????? ????????? ??? ???????????? ??? ????













Commute and Photo Log
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?????????? ????? ??? ?????? ????? ????? ???? ???????????? ???? ?????????? ?? ?? ??????? ???????? ?????????? ??? ????














































???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? ????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????










Rua Correia de Lemos
View of Antônio’s 
apartment building and 
neighbourhood.
Feria Livre
Antônio goes through here 
to get to his bus stop every 
Tuesday. 
Praça da Arvore
“the metro is in a 
square. In the middle 
of the square”
Av. Hélio Pellegrino
“Is dangerous, you’re there 
and there’s a tree in the 
middle of the bike path”
Marginal Pinheiros
Antônio is biking into a 
bridge where he has to 
share the road with cars, 
buses and sometimes 
pedestrians.
Av. Dos Bandeirantes
“depending on the time 
of the day, going by car 
or bike [to school] is 
almost the same”
Av. Jabaquara
Sidewalks are generally 
cracked. Antônio says 
“...the last thing the owner 
will take care of is the 
sidewalk...they are a 
private matter [although 
they are] public paths”
66 
Mobility Experience
?????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ???????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
people and venues that brings emphasis to the pedestrian or cycling experience. On one hand he enjoys 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

































Av. Prof. Luiz I. Mello
“Everyday is similar 
because is really crazy. 
Also, I don’t know how 
to get around by 
myself...”
Rua Marcelo Muller
Industrial Street by 
Ana’s home. Here 
she’s driven by her 
parents to her 
morning school.
Bus to Brás
“is really safe [by 
bus], I think is 
better than going 
by metro”
Arriving at Home
“this picture is when 
I’m at home which 
is a more sane 
moment...basically 
when I’m switching 
places”
Bus heading Home
“I get off at a stop close to 
home and my parents pick 
me up with the car, they 
also pick up my 2 sisters 











Ana’s daily commute is about 17km round trip given her mobility options. She goes to two schools every day, 
???? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????






???????????? ??????? ????????????????? ??????????? ???????????? ? ???????????????????????????????????????????????


















Ana’s experience with the street happens on the urban contexts immediate to her schools. These are the 
????????????? ???? ??? ?????????? ??? ???????? ???? ??? ???????????? ????????????????? ???? ????? ??? ?? ?????? ??????? ???
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ?????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
or cyclist perspective. 
??????????? ?????? ???? ???? ??????????? ????????? ???? ?????????? ??????? ?????? ?????????? ????? ??????????????????????
??????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ????????????? ????????? ?????
?????????????? ??? ????????????????????????????? ??? ??????????????????? ?????? ?????????????? ???????? ??? ?????????
??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????




During the weekends, she stays at home in Caieiras and visits the Feria Livre (weekend market) on Saturdays 
????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ???????????? ???????????????????????? ??????? ????? ???????????????????????????????? ??????????? ????????????? ????
???????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ???????? ??????????????? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ?????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????
?????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and Av. Paulista. Even though the distances around her neighbourhood are quite short, Bruna expressed her 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
the car was not only a transportation mode but also a shield.




























????????????????? ???? ????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Bruna talked about Marginal Tietê expressway when she is entering SP’s centre as a surreal experience where 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




?????????? ??????? ??????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ?? ????????? ???? ?? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Highway to São Paulo




“Given my lifestyle 
right now I couldn’t 
do this everyday...the 
reliability is quite 
low...at 8h the train is 
really full, I rather 
drive early”
Shopping Mall
“I like to eat in different 
places and in here I can find 
options for lunch”
Marginal Tietê
Bruna is arriving in 
São Paulo, “I feel 
the strong smell 
from the river and 
the pollution from 
the cars...I won’t 
even roll down my 
widnows”
Higienópolis Neighbourhood
“...is a wealthy region, the sidewalks are good, they have 
vegetation...is really comfortable to walk through here...you 
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when reading a book. 
??????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????????????? ?????????????





















??????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ???????? ???? ?????? ??????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





???????? ??? ????????????????????????? ????????????? ??????????????????????????? ??????? ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ??? ?????????? ?????????? ????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ???? ????? ????????????????
?????????? ??????????? ??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ??????? ???????????????????????? ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
??? ???????? ??? ???????????????? ??????? ?????????? ??????? ??????? ??????????????? ????? ???????? ??????? ????????
?????????????? ????????????? ??????????? ?????????? ?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????




Photo taken from the 
bus coming from 
USP, overlooking the 
Pinheiros River.
Avenida Rebouças
“automobiles tend to 
have priority on the 
roads”
Avenida Rebouças
“I don’t own a car for 
many years now. This 
has made for a very 
sensorial experience 
out of my journeys”
Avenida Paulista
“well illuminated spaces 
increase a lot the feeling 
of safety”
Cidade Universitária
“I like going by metro, the 
biggest issue is the circular 
[bus]. It’s very crowded to 
get to the university”
Rua Vicente Prado
Adjacent to Av. Paulista, 
Bela Vista neighbourhood 
lacks good circulation or 
sidewalk quality.
Avenida Paulista
On Sundays, the whole 
avenue is shut off from 
motorized vehicles and 
becomes a public space 
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temperatures during the winter.
????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
because there are no trains or metro stations nearby him. His trips need to be by bus and the schedules run 
only between 5h to 23h. Uber and taxi were also mentioned as an alternative but he said these modes were not 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????






NEXT TO CEU 
(RECREATIONAL 
SPACE)
“That area where 
we can feel safe is 
500m2. That’s our 
‘family’, our 
people, our ideal. 
Beyond that is like 
a big gang.”
Freguesia Do Ó
“even in here is 
dangerous to use 




this at night is 
safer.”
The ‘hood’
“...we get together to 
drink, to smoke, to 
dance on the street”
Bus Stop (Home)
“transportation in the 
perifery is difficult...we 
move mostly by foot 
or bike”
Avenida General Facó
Marcos drives around the neighborhood and 
takes pictures of the places where he bikes or 
walks. They have one car at home, sometimes 
his mom lends it to him.
João Solimeo School
“the cables are full of 
kites because the kids 
have a ‘kite battle’ in 
their days off”
78 





















6.1 | LINKING THE MACRO- AND MICRO-ANALYSES
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???????????? ??????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ??? ????????????????????????????????????
development that is almost reciprocal to population density being highest in the periphery. A suggestion to 
???????????? ???? ??????????? ????????????????? ??? ???????? ???? ???????? ?????? ???????????? ????????? ??? ?????? ??????
????????????? ???????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ?????? ????? ?????? ????????? ?????? ??? ???? ?????? ???? ?????????? ????????????????? ??????????? ?? ???????????? ????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
interviewees.
Capitalization of Public Transportation
???? ???? ??? ???? ??????? ???????????? ????? ??????? ??????????????? ???????? ??? ????????????? ???????????? ??????
????????????? ????? ???????????? ??? ???? ???????????? ??? ???? ??????? ???? ??????? ??? ????? ????????????? ????????
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hinting at the high activity level in the area during workdays. 
???????????????????????
???????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ????????????????????????????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????






7.1 | CULTURAL VALUES
??? ??? ??? ???????? ??? ???????? ?????? ????????? ???????? ??????????? ???????? ???? ??????? ????????? ??? ??????
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willing to talk and share their experiences.
Data Analysis
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
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Thank you for considering participating in this 
master thesis research. The present letter is to 
inform you of the objective of the study, process 




This thesis explores the interaction between the 
built environment and people through the 
dynamics of movement from daily life. The aim is 
to lead a highly qualitative study to gain a close 
understanding of individual perceptions of the city 
while interacting with its most used public space: 
the street. This study argues we interact with the 
city the most while travelling between places, 
therefore considering movement and time as 
important layers to our perception of the built 
environment. Lastly, this will be a study heavily 
based on remote collaboration making the 
methodology used valuable for others working 





The collaborator will be taking 5 pictures per day 
for one week (any given days of the week) of their 
daily journeys in Sao Paulo. These pictures will be 
shared with the researcher and an interview 
through a webcam will be scheduled within the 
following week. In this meeting we go through all 
the pictures taken by them and evaluate criteria 
for the physical elements and augmented reality 
of the spaces (duration 2 hrs). This information 
will be synthesized by the researcher and used for 
the proposal of new urban designs. As this is a 
longer term project, scheduled to finish in October 
2018, short meetings with the collaborators could 
To: [ Name ] 
 
Collaboration Letter |  Carta de Colaboração 
Muito obrigada por sua participação nesta 
pesquisa de mestrado na Universidade Aalto, 
Departamento de Arquitetura. Esta carta tem o 
propósito de informar-lhe o objetivo, processo 
de colaboração e manejo de informação pessoal. 
 
???????? 
Esta pesquisa explora a interação entre o 
contexto urbano e as pessoas mediante a 
dinâmica dos deslocamentos cotidianos delas. A 
abordagem altamente qualitativa servirá para 
aprofundar o conhecimento das percepções 
individuais da cidade e seu relacionamento com 
o maior espaço público: a rua. Esta pesquisa faz 
um discurso de interação humana com a cidade 
através de nossos deslocamentos, por enquanto 
considera movimento e tempo como capas 
importantes para nossa percepção do contexto 
urbano. Além do mencionado esta pesquisa 
dependerá da colaboração a distância. A 
metodologia utilizada aqui e uma ferramenta de 




O participante tirará 5 fotos por dia, por uma 
semana, do seu trajeto diario em São paulo 
(pode ser qualquer dia da semana). Estas fotos 
serão compartilhadas com a pesquisadora e 
após uma semana teremos uma entrevista pela 
webcam. Nesta entrevista falaremos das fotos e 
desenvolveremos um critério para avaliar os 
elementos físicos e realidade da rua (duração 2 
hrs). Esta informação será processada pela 
pesquisadora e utilizada para novas propostas 
urbanas. O projeto finalizara em Outubro de 
2018. Além disso, encontros curtos entre o 
participante e a pesquisadora podem acontecer 
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be possible once a month depending on their level 
of engagement. There will be a 2nd intensive 
interview to show the proposed urban spaces and 
gather new insights from collaborators. Finally, 
during a 3rd meeting we will discuss the added 
layers presented by statistical data (data sharing & 
mobility) combined with our qualitative data of 
the places studied. 
 
?????????????????????????????????
The collaborator has the option of disclosing or 
not their personal information (name, age, 
gender, profession, residential district) after 
publication. If they choose not to disclose their 
identity, the name will be kept secret. For the 
purpose of the quality of data gathered, the 
webcam interviews should be recorded either 
audiovisual or audio, however these will not be 
disclosed with the publication. Some of photos 
taken by the collaborators will be used for the 
study and will serve as base for visualizations of 
the proposed spaces. 
 
Depending on the outcome of the collaborations, 
this exercise could serve as a way to empower, 
create awareness or give resolutions to social 
groups regarding the design of the built 
environment. Furthermore, depending on the 
reach, the final outcome could provide insights in 
future planning policies and/or be presented to 
government officials who are looking into city 
development potential. 
 
Most sincere thank you for participating in this 
study, 
dependendo do nível de engajamento do 
participante. Uma segunda entrevista 
acontecerá para mostrar a nova proposta urbana 
e receber feedback. A terceira entrevista servirá 
????? ?????????? ??? ??????????? ???????????
através da combinação de dados estatísticos 




O participante tem a opção de publicar sua 
informação pessoal junto com a publicação da 
tese (nome, idade, gênero, profissão, 
residência). Se o participante gostaria de manter 
sua identidade anonima, o nome será omitido ao 
final. Para manter a qualidade dos dados 
obtidos, as entrevistas serão gravadas pelo audio 
(e visual, se possível) porém, as gravações não 
serão publicadas. Algumas das fotos tiradas 
pelos participantes serão utilizadas para a 
pesquisa como base das visualizações dos 
espaços. 
 
Dependendo do resultado, este exercício pode 
servir para empoderar, criar consciência ou dar 
soluções para alguns grupos sociais enquanto o 
contexto urbano deles. Além disso, o efeito da 
pesquisa podera trazer insights para o 
planejamento de reformas futuras ou ser 
apresentada as prefeituras interessadas no 
potencial de desenvolvimento dessas áreas da 
cidade. 
 




M.Sc.Arch, Aalto University 
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Regional and Urban Planning 
Department of Architecture 





Spatial Planning and Transportation Engineering 






Professor of Urban and Regional Planning 
Head of Research at the Department of Architecture 
School of Arts, Design and Architecture 
Aalto University 
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Towards the end: 
Where did you grow up?  
What is sustainability to you? 
 
PHYSICAL ELEMENTS 
Geography & Climate 
Weather? Rain, Sun, clouds, wind, humid, dry, cold, smog, dirt… 
Was the road flat or with a slope? Was it steep? What is the surface like (materials/condition)? 
Is there enough shelter? (ie: shadow) 
 
Culture 
Polarization - Are all sorts of people allowed/welcomed in these spaces? Is it socially diverse? How’s the 
street life? 
Communication - Can anyone comfortably navigate through these spaces? 
Power dynamics – are there hints of social isolation or inclusiveness? 
Icons – are there distinct, or inherent, elements of the street that would make you recognize it? 
Resilience - Do you feel the neighborhoods –or streets- you have visited are any different than before? 
5, 10, 20yrs ago… 
 
Street 
What type of street is it? Avenida, Rua, Marginal… 
Can you describe the landscape/scenery? 
Space distribution between road users - Is there enough space for walking? Cycling? Driving? 
Are there layers to the street? Are these fluid? 
Are you free to move about the space? Is it accessible? 103 
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Did you spot rest areas or designated waiting spots? (Ie: Benches, bus station) 
What are the probabilities of traffic accidents? Blind spots? What are the speeds? 
Is there enough lighting at night? 
Built up – Did you spot many signs, ads, boards, maps or any particular elements of the street meant to 
communicate with passersby? 
 
Landuse & Transportation 
Political geography – has it been a challenge to boost  the infrastructure development for these spaces? 
Are you aware of any policies in place pertaining the space? your transport mode? quality of ridership? 
Inter vs intra municipal mobility, could you mention about connectivity and accessibility? 
How do people prefer to move about these spaces? 
 
Cost 
How many resources were required for these spaces? (materials, money, energy, workers...) 
How long did it take to build them? Streamline them? 




What is happening with others and around you? (present moment) 
What activities could be supported in this space? Can you name a few? Are there any prohibitions? (ie: 
play, dance, commerce, charity, preaching..) 
How are people utilizing the space? Are there flexible uses to it? 
Does the space get congested at any point? Does it have too few users? 
 
Experiences 
What is happening with you? 
Do you recall what you were doing during your trip? (Navigating? Autopilot?) 
Efficiency – how practical is it to move by this space? 
Can you comment on the quality of travel/ spaces? 
Can you describe the sounds in the spaces? 
Can you describe the smell in the spaces? 
How far can you see in this place? Are there many visual obstructions? 
 
Emotions 
How did you feel in that moment? Would this change if it was day/night? 
Do you feel safe in that space? When? How? 
What are your thoughts on changing or developing the place? Does it need to be changed? Based on 
your gut feeling, what would be the next steps? 
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NETWORKS (need statistical data on this) 
Data Sharing (peak use, modes, connectivity) 
 
Mobility (peak hours, modes, densities along routes followed by participants) 
Modes of transportation used in SPMR 
Density 
Space (vertical & horizontal, levels) required for…cars, bikes, pedestrians, bus, metro (access points) 
 
Locations 





















Praça da Sé (metrô)
8h41 9h09




























Manhã, de casa para FAU (ônibus)
“Nos horarios de pico os trens ficam mega lotados mas tb é nessa hora que tem bastante funcionario trabalhando.”
Manhã, de casa para FAU (metrô)
Manhã, de casa para FAU (carro)
Portão 1 USP





Feria Livre Ônibus Santana - Cidade Universitaria FAU
Praça da Árvore
Manhã, de casa para FAU (metrô e circular)
Primeira Verde Primeira Amarela Butantã Circular
Av. Dos Bandeirantes
Ponte Pinheiros Av. Faria Lima Av. Hélio Pellegrino Av. Indianópolis
Av. PaulistaPonto de ônibus
Luz


























Ônibus à segunda escola
12h30
























Voltando, em São Paulo e Caieiras
Noite










Chegando em São Paulo Marginal Tietê






































Terminal de ônibus Butantã
6h23
Estação Oscar Freire do Metrô
6h25 6h27 6h27 18h43
10h08
Avenida 23 de Maio
15h04
Av. Brigadeiro Luiz Antonio





















#4  DIA 1
#8  DIA 2
Passeio de Bicicleta
#13  DIA 3
Escola João Solimeo
#18  DIA 4
#22  DIA 5
Terminal de ônibus












Campo de futebol (dir)
#9
Estrada do Sabão 
#10 #11 #12
#14 #15
Av. General Facó
#16 #17
Casa (prédio azul)
#19 #20
Hospital (construção)
#21 #23
Perto do CEU
#24
Freguesia Do Ó
#25 #26 #27
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